
Transition Cambridge Energy Group Minutes 10/Nov/2009

Present: John Lawton, Alex Rice (new), Andy (Cambridge Greentech), Terry (ditto), Roger East,
Roland Henry, Robert Copcutt, Stuart Dyer (chair), Spin Pitman, Nicola Terry (minutes)

Anaerobic Digestion

Spin was still waiting for Addenbrookes to tell him how much waste they have but they have not
responded. If they do,  we will try to put them in contact with e.g. the March AD project.

Microgeneration
It was suggested that we are well placed to be a centre for support and information on household
level microgeneration projects, because we are energy focussed and independent. Alex  described
his experience of the micro-generation market in Virginia and how it went very rapidly from boom
to bust, partly because of unreasonable expectations. We could help to avoid this happening in
Cambridge when the FIT comes in stimulating interest. For example we could publish case histories
and maybe provide mentoring.

NB. Alex suggests that we should avoid talking about payback periods for generating projects
(because they are often long and not entirely meaningful). Instead we should talk about compound
annual rate of return.

Wind

Cambridge Greentech have a small (6m, 1.8m blades, 350W) hand made wind turbine which was
made largely from scrap for £200 (material). However, in order to connect to the grid off the shelf
inverters would have to be used which would add to the cost. None the less, using something like
this potentially changes the economics of micro wind generation,  in a good direction. 

The Greentech wind turbine is portable and could be taken to schools for demonstrations.

Greentech would like their wind turbine to be used. (though it also needs to be available for demos).
It has 2 batteries storing up to 130 Ah, 24V

Action Nicola to enquire if Haggis Farm would like to house it on a temporary basis.

Roger sent in a lot of information about schools which have wind from People and Planet (Nicola
put this on the website for download from 

http://www.transitioncambridge.org/thewiki/wiki-uploads/TTEnergyPriv.Swavesey/Roger-schools-
wind.doc.

And sent the link round on Nov 3rd)

Action Stuart, Spin and Roger will draft questions we should ask the schools to enquire about their
experience so we can pass this on to other schools (or organisations) also considering wind. They



will post this on the forum for comments before using it.

We need to keep alert for nearby larger wind projects which we could support. Consense
(http://www.consense.co.uk/) have not got back to us yet on their mysterious project.

Action Nicola – ask FoE Cambridge to keep us informed of when there are wind projects in
consultation.

PV

Nicola and Stuart have put together a spreadsheet which we now need to plug real numbers into to
determine what our criteria might be for be for a viable company which puts solar PV panels on
roof tops.  Alex can advise us on what sort of roofs would be suitable and how we can maximise the
potential for reuse of the equipment, in the event that the partnership with the building breaks down.

Potentially we should concentrate on public buildings such as schools and hospitals and council
offices, as there are grants available from the Carbon Trust: e.g. Salix Finance
http://www.salixfinance.co.uk/home.html

Alex suggests that in practice the economies of scale are not huge for PV, because the grid
connection equipment is more expensive for larger energy installations so it would be possible to
refocus the plan on lots of small installations rather than one or two large ones.

Action Nicola/Alex/Terry: Nicola to send her spreadsheet to Alex and to Terry for comments.
Nicola will also contact Solar Century to try to get realistic figures.

Mini Finance
Nicola attended a Green Entrepeneur workshop organised by Ciy Life http://citylifeltd.org/ which is
in fact a CDFI – though a different sort of CDFI. 

Action Nicola  follow up some contacts made there to try to get some advice.

Hydro

Robert reported that micro hydro at Harston Mill would be more difficult than he expected because
a new building has been built where the slip-stream for the mill used to run so a new channel would
have to be dug.

However, he found another site nearby of potential interest, which is an old abandoned mill on a
brown-field site to the south. Restoring it would potentially please and benefit people with a wide
range of interests and may help the developer to satisfy section 106 agreements. 

Action Robert to contact the developer. 

Since then Robert has created a map showing where it is:



http://maps.google.co.uk/maps/ms?
ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&ll=52.154123,0.092268&spn=0.009624,0.019119&t=h&z=16&msid=11
0676375835110227522.000478a7d93fe71cf4434

Next meeting

Will be 1st December

The Maypole overflowed into its upstairs room and it became very noisy for the meeting. We need
to consider alternative venues, at least during term time. The Cafe Project (Jesus Lane) was
suggested. Alex is a member and can organise this but not on a regular basis.


